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With SMACS solutions from FASTCOM, e-shelter security GmbH achieves 

its goals of highly secure data centers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lausanne, Switzerland – July 8, 2020 

FASTCOM Technology SA secures critical infrastructures with e-shelter security GmbH. 

 

The Customer: e-shelter security GmbH has been protecting critical infrastructures for over 15 years and 
offers its customers integrated overall solutions that combine physical security, cybersecurity and 
digitalization. The range of services of e-shelter security includes advice, planning, construction and 
commissioning of security systems. 
 
The Challenge: The security concepts for critical infrastructures have to meet the highest standards while 
securing all flows of people and materials. Access must be quick and convenient for authorized employees, 
customers and visitors, but impossible for unauthorized persons. Luggage and material transport must be 
possible both separately and in combination with simultaneous access of people. Standardized, flexible 
security processes should target critical infrastructures such as data centers and reliably secure the 
operations. 
 
The Solution: In order to optimally secure the flows of people and material, SMACS Flex and SMACS 
Mat are implemented. This enables to secure people and material flows in two- or multi-door airlocks 
without major construction efforts to the existing infrastructure. Disabled people are seamlessly integrated. 
SMACS can handle airlock sized up to more than 15m². Special modes (cleaning mode, VIP mode, 
emergency exit mode, etc.) are available. 

 
“With SMACS Flex and SMACS Mat from FASTCOM, we can, for the zones with critical infrastructures, 

secure and flexibly adapt the various flows of people and materials. SMACS airlocks allow us achieving 

our security goals in line with the requirements." 

 
Dr. Tristan Haage, CEO of e-shelter security GmbH 

 

FASTCOM is a leading company in providing solutions against tailgating. Based in Switzerland, FASTCOM is an independent 

company and is active worldwide for more than 15 years. For more information, please visit www.fastcom-technology.com. 
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 e-shelter security GmbH secures critical 

infrastructures. 

 

 People flows and material flows are 

automatically secured by the SMACS 

solutions of FASTCOM and thus meet the 

highest security standards. 

 

 SMACS solutions implement security while 

allowing for flexibility at the same time. 
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